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Exceptional accommodations marked by
unique designs that offer superior quality
furnishings, luxury features, designer
appointments and top-of-the-line kitchens,
baths, and amenities.

G
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Upscale, well-appointed accommodations
with a designer touch that feature excellent
furnishings, special features and top quality
kitchens, baths and amenities.
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Inviting, pleasing accommodations that are
tastefully decorated and feature quality
furnishings and contemporary kitchens and
baths.

B
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Comfortable, pleasant accommodations
that provide many of the comforts and
conveniences of home.
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Internal Definitions/Requirements

Platinum

 Furnishings: Exceptional, top quality, represent current design trends and
appear to be brand-new.
 Soft Goods: Exceptional, top quality designer look, crisp and well
coordinated.
 Flooring: Exceptional, top quality, appears to be brand new.
 Kitchen/Appliances: Top quality, spacious with a designer touch. All
appliances top-of-the-line quality.
 Electronics: Remote control TV and DVD in Living area. Remote control
TV’s and VCR or VCP in ALL bedrooms and additional common sitting
areas. C/D Music system in each unit. Residences with 4 or more
bedrooms are required to have a minimum of 3 TVs with DVD.
Recommend 30" TV or larger in family room.
 Bathrooms: Exceptional, well appointed and top-of-the-line fixtures.
 Décor: Professionally designed throughout. Painted walls, wall
coverings, artwork and accessories must be of high quality. Residence
includes special and/or unusual features and appointments that are truly
standouts.
 Main distinguishing features between Platinum and Gold are black out
drapes, heavy, durable furniture on the patio, and enough seating in the
dining area for however many your unit sleeps. Please see Minimum
Standard Requirements for details.
 Furnishings: Upscale, fresh and with no wear -- appear to be brand new.
 Soft Goods: Upscale, upgraded treatments, appear to be brand new and
well coordinated with the rest of the unit.
 Flooring: Free of stains with like-new appearance.
 Kitchen/Appliances: Upscale up-graded kitchen with high quality
appliances in good working order.
 Electronics: Remote control TV and DVD in Living area. Remote control
TV’s with VCR or VCP in master bedroom. C/D Music system in each
unit. Residences with 4 or more bedrooms are required to have a minimum
of 3 TV’s with DVD and VCR or VCPs. Recommend 27" TV or larger in
family room.
 Bathrooms: Upscale, clean and quality appointments.
 Décor: Designer influence throughout. Attractive and well accessorized.
Includes extra finishing touches. Painted walls and wall coverings fresh
and attractive.
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Internal Definitions/Requirements
Furnishings: Inviting and have minimal wear.
Soft Goods: Inviting, well-coordinated and minimal signs of wear.
Flooring: Free of stains with like-new appearance.
Kitchen/Appliances: Up-dated kitchen. All appliances in good working
order.
Electronics: Remote control TV and DVD in Living area. Remote control
TV’s with VCR or VCP in master bedroom. Remote control TV and VCR
or VCP in master bedroom. Residences with 4 or more bedrooms are
required to have a minimum of 2 TVs with DVD and VCR or VCPs.
Bathrooms: Inviting and well lit.
Décor: Inviting and nicely coordinated. Pleasing artwork and some
accessories. Painted walls and wall coverings must be fresh and appealing.
Furnishings: Original/older, sturdy and may show some wear.
Soft Goods: Comfortable but may be slightly worn.
Flooring: Free of stains but may be slightly worn.
Kitchen/Appliances: Comfortable, bright but may have dated appearance.
All appliances in good working order and have minimal wear.
Electronics: Remote control TV and DVD in Living area. Remote control
TV and VCR or VCP in master bedroom.
Bathrooms: Comfortable and well-lit, but may have dated appearance.
Décor: Comfortable, pleasant, and fresh. Color schemes and furnishings
need not be well coordinated. May be sparsely accessorized and have
minimal artwork. Walls and wall coverings mush be clean and fresh.

Life Expectancies The following life expectancies can be helpful in establishing segmentation.

These useful lives are industry standards:
*Carpeting
*Draperies
*Bedspreads
*Mattresses
*Upholstered Furniture

2-4 years
3-6 years
3 years
3-5 years
3-5 years

*Keep in mind that these are standards. The life expectancies can vary due
to differences in conditions, style, quality, and occupancy.
Maintaining a Platinum unit may require more frequent replacements.

